
GET TRAINED WHEN AND HOW YOU NEED IT

CLASSROOM TRAINING
Live, instructor-led training in an interactive 

classroom environment, conducted in a 

comfortable, professional setting.

Great for those who learn best in a classroom.

VIDEO CLASSROOM
High-definition, self-paced interactive 
videos of our top instructors, featuring 
the same hands-on labs and content as 
our classroom training. 

Great for IT professionals who cannot  

take time out of the office.

ON-SITE TRAINING
Private training for your entire team or 
department, delivered at your location, 
at a training center, or online.

Great for IT teams, including global teams.

WHICH TRAINING OPTION IS RIGHT FOR YOU?

Flexible training options for IT professionals and global teams 

CLASSROOM

ON-SITE TRAINING

VIRTUAL TRAINING

ONLINE LEARNING

VIDEO CLASSROOM

RED HAT LEARNING 

SUBSCRIPTION

90-day 
access for 
one course

Available globally 
in multiple 
languages 

*English with limited translations

Hands-on labs 
and robust 

content

Instructor 
videos

Online and 
video courses 
for one year

Online 
courses

Live interaction 
with instructors 

and students

In a training 
center 

classroom

VIRTUAL TRAINING
Live, instructor-led training in a virtual 
environment, featuring the same hands-on 
labs and content as our classroom training.

Great for dispersed global teams and IT 

professionals who cannot travel. 

ONLINE LEARNING
Self-paced courses presented in HTML5, 
including hands-on labs and short videos 
from Red Hat® experts.

Great for IT professionals who cannot   

take time out of the office.

RED HAT LEARNING SUBSCRIPTION
365 days of access to all online learning  
and video classroom courses and labs,   
with additional features, such as instructor  
office hours, exams, and more.

Great for individual and global teams.



GAIN CONFIDENCE WITH RED HAT TRAINING

TRAIN FOR SUCCESS

of Red Hat students say that their 

Red Hat IT projects are more likely 

to succeed after completing 

training with Red Hat.
Red Hat student global course evaluation survey, Nov. 2016. 

In both the classroom and online courses, 

the instructor’s detailed guidance and 

explanations are helpful in addressing 

the challenges of maintaining our  

system performance.

PASI VALMINEN, 

Chief software architect, ID, R&D, 

Comptel Communications SDN BHD

Continuous learning inspires innovation. 

Keeping the skills of our IT team up  

to date and providing them with the 

right training is essential. By equipping 

the team with high-level technical 

competency and knowledge of best 

practices, we are able to innovate  

and consistently deliver high-quality 

solutions to our customers.

ANURAG SINDHWANI, 

Vice president and head of technology and 

architecture, XChanging Malaysia SDN BHD 

TRAIN YOUR WAY
red.ht/ways-to-train

91%

of Red Hat students say that they 

are better prepared now than 

before class to maximize the 

value of their Red Hat technology.
Red Hat student global course evaluation survey, Nov. 2016. 

96%

SUCCESS COMES FROM CHOOSING WHAT’S BEST FOR YOU
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